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CEN-01/2019  (NTPC) 

LEVEL 5 DV (2nd Round) 
 

Notice for 2nd  list of additional candidates shortlisted for 
Document-Verification 

 

Further to the notice dated 21-11-2022, the following candidates bearing the roll numbers arranged in ascending 
order horizontally (not in order of merit) have been provisionally shortlisted for Document Verification (DV) and 
Medical Examination (ME) down from the merit list in order to fill the shortfall in empanelment of candidates for 
pay level-5 posts of CEN-01/2019 (NTPC). 
 

Date of DV : 30-01-2023                      Reporting Time : 09:30 AM 
171191120390488 171191120426758 171191120447327 171191120451522 171191120605684 

171191130147180 171191130187226 171191130414276 171191130739281 171191170016720 

171191170080987 171191170095012 171191170118739 171191170129450 171191170149329 

171191170157647 171191170166616 171191170178301 171191170179907 171191170246303 

171191170248576 171191170259508 171191170259910 171191170261384 171191170277267 

171191170368154 171191170374476 171191170388766 171191170402072 171191170428602 

171191170433084 171191170538572 171191170554049 171191170666848 171191170773441 

171191170956106 171191170981224 171191171047850 171191171061542 171191171072917 

171191171080719 171191171095119 171191171117656 171191171123515 171191171129677 

171191171153972 171191190488392 171191190512202 171191210090675 171191210176908 

171191210226117 171191210238273 171191210435062 171191210659337 171191210859790 

171191210872730 171191210913662 171191211051337 171191270333628 171191300258906 

171192130346762 171192170047843 171192170095965 171192170178599 171192170369740 

171192170418330 171192170491651 171192170519586 171192170610562 171192170618581 

171192170734095 171192170813930 171192170871939 171192171126549 171192190653886 

171192210092093 171192210280858 171192280098068 171193120337992 171193120369374 

171193120426603 171193120530786 171193120554512 Total = 83 (Eighty Three) 

   
 

   
Date of DV : 31-01-2023                      Reporting Time : 09:30 AM 
171193120600265 171193170094176 171193170145152 171193170403786 171194120857737 

171194120879263 171194120891375 171194120963390 171194121096573 171194121100279 

171194130988920 171194151158476 171194170021524 171194170194073 171194170238764 

171194170241923 171194170413805 171194170567591 171194170578156 171194170636096 

171194170642350 171194170802965 171194170819264 171194170819886 171194170837105 

171194170942080 171194170960143 171194171093023 171194171114193 171194171158022 

171194190574556 171194210365982 171194210436181 171194210771981 171194210876494 

171194250318934 171194270242666 171195150440801 171195170003155 171195170033543 

171195170253528 171195170356173 171195170475073 171195170553083 171195170591046 

171192170527288 171192170989973 171192261084204 171193120352352 171193120449324 

171194260985674 171195130203937 171195170060468 171195170125570 171195170364540 

171195190482870 171195210044311 171195260357286 171193130515998 171192170872148 

171192170882745 171192170160167 171192170227323 171192170553169 171192170696321 

171192190264518 171193120417461 171193120487663 171193120547081 171193120570097 

171193170112444 171194120644810 171194130812850 171194170169085 171194170254247 

171194170503268 171194170673383 171194170854161 171194210241064 171194260806051 

171194260810394 171194280073097 Total = 82 (Eighty Two) 
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*******************  End of List ******************* 

*******************  End of List ******************* 



 
 
 
 
1. The document verification is scheduled on 30-01-2023 (Monday) & 31-01-2023 (Tuesday) at            

Railway Recruitment Board, Chandigarh and the reporting time for the shortlisted candidates will be 09:30 AM. 
The shortlisted candidates will also be informed through official Email (provided in their application) about the 
actual date and place of Document Verification. 

 

2. Candidates have to upload their signature, latest Photograph & two marks of identifications in the portal 
https://oirms-ir.gov.in/rrbdv/. The instruction for uploading is available in the portal. This portal will be 
active from 10 days prior and upto the date of DV. Candidates are advised to read the detailed instructions 
given in the DV e-Call letter carefully and bring all the required certificates / documents in original at the time 
of DV.  The candidates called for DV should produce all the original documents along with self attested two 
sets of XEROX copies in A4 size as detailed in the CEN and e call letter issued for Document Verification. 

 

3. Those candidates called for Document Verification may note that after completion of DV, they will be sent for 
medical examination at the nominated Railway Hospital located in the jurisdiction of RRB on the next day of 
the DV. The candidates are required to come prepared to stay for three to four days accordingly.       
Candidates have to pay the prescribed medical fee of Rs. 24/- only. Accordingly, candidates have to come 
prepared for DV and Medical Examination. 

 

4. BLOCK DATE FOR ABSENTEE CANDIDATES: For the candidates who fail to report for the Document 
Verification on the regular dates assigned to them in their e-call letter, a second and final chance to attend the 
same is kept on the block date. Only those candidates will be given this chance who has a valid reason for 
their absence in regular DV. The candidature of such candidates will tantamount to rejection unless it is 
supported by documentary evidence that the candidate had to appear in a University/Government 
examination or due to sickness of the candidate. In such cases only, the candidates will be provided the last 
and final opportunity to appear in the Document Verification on the block date. No other reason for absence 
will be considered.  No fresh e-call letter will be sent for this purpose and the candidates can attend with the 
same e-call letter downloaded for the regular DV. The block date for Level-5 DV (Round-2) is fixed on           
02-02-2023 (Thursday) 09:30AM at RRB/Chandigarh office. 
 

5. The candidature of all the shortlisted candidates is purely provisional and is liable to be cancelled at any stage 
of recruitment or thereafter, in case of any inconsistency/ deficiency/discrepancy detected in the information 
furnished by them in their online application or any malpractice on their part coming to the notice at any 
stage of the recruitment process or thereafter. 

 
6. It is to be noted that merely shortlisting or calling a candidate for Document Verification/Medical examination 

does not entitle him/her in any way to an appointment in the Railways. 
 

7. While every care has been taken in preparing the result, RRB reserves the right to rectify any inadvertent error 
or typographical/printing mistake etc. RRB regrets the inability to entertain any correspondence on this 
account from the candidates. 
 

8. Candidates are advised to refer only to the official website of RRBs for latest updates on the recruitment 
process.  Please do not be misled by unauthenticated sources. 
 

9. Beware of touts who try to misguide candidates with fake promises of appointment for jobs on illegal 
considerations.  RRB selections are based on Computer Based Test (CBT) and recruitment is based onloy on 
the merit of the candidates. 

 
10. Use of mobile phones/gadgets in RRB premises during DV process is strictly prohibited for candidates. 

 
 
                                                                                                                                       Chairman 

       Dated: 19.01.2023                                                                                                        RRB/Chandigarh 
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